. These include the relative transcriptional silence of most of the SINE copies and potential processing of the primary transcripts. The detailed structure ofthe RNA being generated from different copies may also influence the efficiency of reverse transcription of the element. Factors affecting transcriptional activity may include mutations within the individual elements (9, 10) or the sequence context into which each element inserts (i.e., upstream elements or factors controlled by general chromatin domains).
ID-containing sequence. Comparison ofconsensus sequences of each rodent ID with its corresponding BC1 RNA gene showed that the variations of BCl RNA within rodents corresponded to specific changes within the ID consensus sequence for each rodent species. This supports the hypothesis that the BC1 gene is a master gene responsible for the amplification and evolution of ID elements. The rat ID family consists of at least four subfamiles, with the oldest subfamily having been derived from the BC1 RNA. The other three subfamilies appear to have been derived from a new master gene(s), which has been responsible for the large increase in ID element copy number within the rat genome. We have found that the guinea pig genome contains two copies of the BCl gene, apparently the result of a DNA-mediated duplication event. Both of these guinea pig BCl genes have a conserved TATA-like element in the 5' flanking region and have contributed to guinea pig ID amplifications.
ID elements (originally termed R.dre.1) are a major class of short interspersed repetitive DNA elements (SINEs) found in rodent genomes (1) . They are 85-105 bp long and are composed of a core region that averages 75 bp and a 10-to 40-bp oligo(dA) tail. The core region of the ID element shares sequence identity with alanine tRNA (2) , indicating that ID elements were ancestrally derived from a tRNA gene. ID elements, like all SINEs, are flanked by direct-repeat sequences and contain internal promoter elements for RNA polymerase III transcription (3) . The amplification of ID elements is thought to occur by retroposition (4) of an RNA polymerase III-derived transcript. The copy number of ID elements within the genomes of various rodents varies by at least 2-3 orders of magnitude (5) , indicating that ID elements have different amplification rates in these species. Rat has the largest ID copy number ofany rodent examined, with 130,000 copies, suggesting that this amplification has been recently accelerated specifically in the rat genome (6) .
Studies have indicated that the vast majority of human Alu repetitive elements, and many other mammalian SINEs as well, are incapable of retroposition (reviewed in ref. 7) . Amplification at any given time appears to be dominated by a limited number of master genes, with perhaps a single gene being disproportionately responsible for the overall evolution of a SINE family. The reasons that most copies are incapable of retroposition are not completely understood. However, a number of potentially important factors have been discussed (reviewed in ref. 8) . These include the relative transcriptional silence of most of the SINE copies and potential processing of the primary transcripts. The detailed structure ofthe RNA being generated from different copies may also influence the efficiency of reverse transcription of the element. Factors affecting transcriptional activity may include mutations within the individual elements (9, 10) or the sequence context into which each element inserts (i.e., upstream elements or factors controlled by general chromatin domains).
Three different ID transcripts, determined by size, are reported in rat tissues: BC1, BC2, and T3 RNAs (3, 5, 11) . BC1 is the dominant form in neuronal cells, whereas BC1 and BC2 can be found at modest levels in a wide range of tissues and T3 RNA is detected preferentially in testes (11) . BC1 RNA is a homogeneous transcript derived from a single-copy gene in rat (12) . BC1 RNAs of other rodent species also have similar unique sequences, indicating that the BC1 gene has been conserved in rodent evolution (13) . Its unique expression pattern in neuronal cells and its conservation in evolution strongly suggest that BC1 RNA gene has been "exapted" (14, 15) §To whom reprint requests should be addressed.
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were sequenced on four of the seven sequences by using a cycle sequencing kit (BRL 4 positive clones were retroposed ID copies, as evidenced by the presence of the prototypical flanking direct repeats and lack of sequence identity outside of the element. Based on the frequency of occurrence of BC1-hybridizing plaques in this library, the copy number of ID repeats is estimated at only 100-200 copies in the guinea pig genome. This number is in agreement with a previous study which used a blotting analysis to estimate ID copy number (16) .
Comparison of the two guinea pig BC1 genes, BC1-1 and BC1-2, demonstrated 92% sequence identity in the common gene regions sequenced (about 600 bp). BC1-2 has one large deletion, 70 bp in length, in the 5' flanking region relative to BC1-1. This result indicates that the two BC1 genes were probably derived by a DNA-mediated duplication mechanism and not by retroposition ( like element has been demonstrated for other RNA polymerase III-transcribed genes (17) (18) (19) . Analysis of the coding region of the two genes shows 10 mismatches between them (Fig. 2) .
Comparison ofthe four guinea pig ID elements with the two BC1 genes shows a high level of sequence similarity in the ID portion of the gene and the A-rich region (Fig. 2) . Guinea pig-specific changes seen in the BC1 genes (regions 46-48 and 94-100) are all found in the four retroposed ID elements, suggesting that these ID elements were derived from the BC1 genes. Interestingly, only one of the four ID elements, ID1, is more closely related to BC1-1 whereas the other three are related to BC1-2. This implies that both genes are involved in ID element amplifications and that the BC1-2 gene may be the more active of the two in terms of amplification. Both BC1 genes have one base not found in any of its ID copies; A51 in BC1-1 and G1' in BC1-2. These are likely to represent new mutations in the BC1 genes, generated after the aiplification of the ID copies.
Mouse ID Elements. With the criteria described in Methods, 3 mouse and 62 rat ID elements were found in the EMBL databank containing about 7225 rodent sequences (48% mouse, 48% rat, and 4% guinea pig and hamster), whereas no hamster or guinea pig ID elements were found. This ratio is in agreement with the ID copy-number difference between the mouse and rat genomes (5) and the relative database sizes. We have also included a fourth mouse ID whose sequence we determined previously. The database search also identified a number of more divergent sequences with sequence similarity to the ID repeats. These more divergent sequences were generally more similar to the alanine tRNA than to the ID repeats, suggesting that they represented an independently evolving group of SINEs or even an extensive group of tRNA pseudogenes, and therefore were not considered further in this analysis.
The four mouse ID elements are also flanked by directrepeat sequences indicating that they are all products of retroposition events. These mouse elements show high sequence similarity in the ID core region (positions 1 to -76), which helps to determine the consensus base at each position except one, position 73 (Fig. 3) . The consensus base at each position ofthe mouse ID element is identical to the base at the same position of the mouse BC1 RNA gene. Compared with other rodent BC1 RNA genes, the mouse BC1 RNA has two specific changes, T74 and G76, which are seen in all the mouse ID elements in the database. Additionally, the pMP11 ID element has extensive sequence identity throughout its A-rich region with the A-rich region of the BC1 RNA gene. Rat ID Elements. Through multiple alignment of 62 rat ID elements (data not shown, provided upon request), four diagnostic base changes have been identified which allow us to divide rat ID elements into four subfamilies (Fig. 4) . Each subfamily has a different average sequence divergence relative to their consensus, indicating that each is of a different average evolutionary age, as has been seen for other SINE subfamilies (6, 7, 20) .
Among the rat subfamilies, type 1 shows the most sequence divergence (4.9o), suggesting that it is the oldest subfamily. The consensus base at each position of type 1 is identical to the same position of the rat BC1 gene. However, most members of the type 1 subfamily show sequence heterogeneity near positions 29-32. Considering the high similarity in all other positions, the origin of this heterogeneity is not clear, although it does include CpG sites, which are known to mutate much more rapidly than other positions (21) . Alternatively, small RNAs often undergo base modification (22) that could lead to inaccurate copying during the retroposition process. A more trivial explanation would be sequencing errors due to sequence compressions that occur in this region. The rat BC1 gene has two specific base changes, C74 and A76, when compared with the mouse BC1 the rat BC1 at the 74th position. Interestingly, two rat ID elements have the same base as the rat BC1 at the 76th position, while the other three rat ID elements have a G at that position as seen in the mouse BC1 gene. This difference is thought to reflect the evolutionary change of BC1 because the likely progenitor sequence of the two rodent BC1 RNAs would be CCGG in that region (positions 73-76).
The three other rat ID subfamilies, types 2-4, have one common base change, C67, which is not found in other rodent ID elements or BC1 RNAs. When compared with type 1, these three subfamilies show a higher degree of sequence similarity, indicating that they were formed more recently. However, subfamilies 2-4 are thought to have been formed at slightly different evolutionary times, on the basis of sequence divergence. The average age of the subfamilies is estimated to be 9.8 million years (Myr) for type 1, 5. 4 , based on the sequence divergence within the subfamily. Subfamilies 2-4 have a unique sequence motif, GAACC (underlined), in the oligo-(dA) tail. This GAACC motif is not found in all members ofeach subfamily. In fact, the lowercase cc in the type 2 subfamily sequence is not present in the majority of the subfamily members. This suggests that there may be even more subfamily divisions, although we favor the explanation that the sequences without the GAACC motif are from loss of this sequence in individual elements due to well-known instabilities in the A-rich region. A progressively larger fraction of the older subfamily members have lost this sequence, consistent with this latter explanation.
10%o of type 2 members contain this sequence motif, compared with 50%o of type 3 and 75% of type 4. Some of the sequences may be missing the GAACC motif because the reverse transcription during the retroposition process was primed 5' to the GAACC sequence in the RNA. However, it seems likely that much of the heterogeneity at this position in the different subfamilies is the result of loss of this region in some copies because of the high rate of variability in A-rich regions of SINEs (24) . This would result in the observed increased loss of the GAACC sequence in the older subfamilies.
DISCUSSION
Most studies of SINEs have demonstrated that there is not a specific mechanism for the removal of these elements (reviewed in ref. 1). Thus, the low copy number of ID elements in guinea pig is almost certainly due to a very low amplification rate relative to the other rodents. The presence of BC1 genes in guinea pigs, which have only 100-200 ID copies, suggests that it was the first ID-containing gene, although we cannot absolutely rule out the presence of a small number of ID-related sequences that existed prior to the BC1 gene. It seems likely that the BC1 gene was generated through a retroposition process (12, 13) , based on the close correspondence of the oligo(dA)-rich region at 3' end of its ID sequence, in a position corresponding closely to the end of the mature alanine tRNA. The lack of direct repeats flanking the ID portion of the BC1 gene is then consistent with its older evolutionary age and resulting divergence of these direct repeats. Alternatively, it is possible that the BC1 RNA gene arose by a mechanism other than retroposition.
Guinea pig, mouse, and rat ID elements have speciesspecific sequence differences that correlate with the sequence variation of BC1 RNA within the same species (Fig.  5) . The close coevolution of the BC1 RNA gene with the ID repeats demonstrates that the BC1 gene is a master gene (7) which has influenced the evolution and amplification of the ID family in most rodent genomes studied and of at least one of the ID subfamilies within the rat genome. The only alternative explanation for this coevolution would be through a homogenization mechanism, such as gene conversion, and studies to date suggest that SINE families are not subject to a significant level of gene conversion (1) . As an ID master gene, it is possible that the BC1 gene has directly made the majority of ID elements. Alternatively, BC1 could represent a master gene that has controlled the evolution ofID elements without having made the majority of the elements. If a small proportion of ID elements were capable of amplification activity for a limited period oftime after their formation, they would not have time to diverge significantly from the BC1 gene sequence prior to losing their amplification capability. Thus, these copies would then closely reflect the BC1 gene sequence and would not form an obviously independently evolving subfamily (25) .
There RAT ID TYPZ 1  RAT ID TYPE 2  RAT ID TYPE 3  RAT ID TYPE 4   RAT BC1  RAT ID TYPE 1  RAT ID TYPE 2  RAT ID TYPE 3  RAT ID TYPE 4 elements are closer in sequence to the BC1-2 gene suggests the possibility that in the germ line, the BC1-2 gene is preferentially transcribed, despite the observation that 10 out of 10 guinea pig brain BC1 RNA cDNAs have been derived from the BC1-1 gene rather than the BC1-2 gene (13) .
Although guinea pig has two BC1 genes, the amplification capability (100-200 copies) is much lower than that seen for ID elements derived from the other rodent BC1 genes (1000-10,000 copies). There are several possible explanations for this variable amplification rate. The concentration of BC1 RNA in germ-line cells of rat and mouse may be higher than that of guinea pig and hamster, which could result in the different copy number within the various rodent genomes. Additionally, factors such as the sequence difference in the A-rich region or the 3' end of the transcript could also contribute. Compared with other rodent BC1 RNAs, the A-rich region of guinea pig BC1 genes is shorter and more punctuated with other bases, possibly making the A-rich region a less effective template for self-priming by the U residues present at the 3' end of BC1 RNA.
We have classified rat ID elements into four subfamilies. The type 1 subfamily appears to be directly derived from the BC1 gene, whereas the other three subfamilies appear to be derived from another master gene(s). The comparable copy numbers of rat type 1 and mouse ID elements indicate that amplifications derived from these two rodent BC1 genes have occurred at a similar rate. This is consistent with the levels of nucleotide divergence between rat type 1 and mouse ID elements. The ID sequences of types 2-4 have changes that differ from the current BC1 sequence, as well as from predictions of previous BC1 gene sequences as estimated by sequences of other rodent BC1 genes (Fig. 5) . Therefore, it seems that the large accumulation of ID elements in the rat genome is likely to be the result of one or more new master gene(s) for these new subfamilies, formed after the divergence of rat and mouse.
One feature of the ID repeat that differs somewhat from most other SINEs is that the 3' end of the repeat does not consist strictly of variations of length and sequence in the A-rich region but, instead, has very specific sequences embedded within it. The GAACC motif found in most of the rat subfamilies is one such example (Fig. 4) . However, the guinea pig ID elements (Fig. 2) and one mouse ID example (pMP11, Fig. 3 ) also have other sequence motifs that correspond well with sequences present in their respective BC1 transcripts. It has been suggested that the A-rich 3' region of SINEs may arise through the polyadenylylation of SINE transcripts, rather than from coding by a gene (26) . The 3' ends of ID elements suggest that for at least a significant portion of the ID repeats, the A-rich 3' region is part of the primary structure of the master gene(s) (27 
